According to a recently released DeBauch administration survey, administrators have determined that passing out prevents sexual intercourse and thus allows students to remain virgins.

According to President Robert Bottoms, “This prevents a great opportunity, the best we know of, for students to prepare for the vigors of DeBauch life.”

He continued, “We encourage every student to pass out when he or she is faced with the difficult decision of whether or not to have sex.”

While DeBauch has been pushing this idea on its students, some female students found another reason to avoid sex at DeBauch; extremely small male genitalia, they said.
DeBauch's advise followed

A DeBauch senior followed the DeBauch’s advise about burning calories through sex, and found himself getting laid six times since last week’s DeBauch publication.

“[inner reflection] It was like stealing candy from a baby,” he said. Also, in a twist of events, it appears the new dad here in Greencastle is to water down Zima with water. It appears that this makes the drink weaker, which is good since we cannot handle the rough texture of Zima. The administration refused to comment specifically about the students’ sexual escapades, but school administrators were pleased to note that the sexual activities happened on campus and involved two consenting DeBauch students.

Urine found in Beer

The University, DeBauch Public Safety and the Putnam County Prosecutor’s office are investigating claims of product tampering that occurred at Delta Chi fraternity on Oct. 12.

According to an official statement released by DeBauch officials, several people who had visited the fraternity “later learned they were served drinks that, unbeknownst to them, allegedly contained human urine.” Public safety learned of the alleged incident on Oct. 20.

According to the statement, DeBauch is investigating the claims, and should they be substantiated, disciplinary actions will be pursued. This could include criminal charges.

The University’s statement stresses “the alleged incident in question took place within a private dwelling, not owned by the University and not during a fraternity-sponsored party.”

Chug Cocks, director of public safety, could not be reached for comment. Junior Steve Robinson, Delta Chi’s president, would not comment on the situation.

In other news related to Delta Chi, university officials were surprised to find beer, actual beer, on campus. Later, accouts, however, proved the beer was served off campus.

Susie Coche, a representative of Pi Phi sorority, said “While I don’t drink beer, I have consumed urine during initiation. I must say, it does not compare to other bodily secretions however.”

VP Quayle’s timeless quotes

With a possible war happening in Iraq, The DeBauch staff reviews some of the famous quotes from former United States Vice President, and DeBauch alumnus, Dan Quayle.

“Sometimes he acts as if he had been disturbed, but other times he is as cheerful as a bird...” — Dan Quayle from a poem written to his dad as a youth don display in the Quayle Museum. (reported in the Cleveland Plain Dealer, 6/17/93)

“I was a less than serious student in college. If I had to do over again, I would be far more serious. I did play a lot of golf. But I don’t think that’s any reflection on my ability to lead this nation.” — Vice President Dan Quayle

“[At the Quayle house, civil rights and the environment] weren’t things that we discussed a lot at the dinner table.” — Vice President Dan Quayle (reported in High Times, 11/92)

“People of my generation had that little bit of rebellion and independence with your parents. But in my case... there wasn’t any social rebellion where I said, ‘Parents, you really don’t know what it’s all about.’” — Vice President Dan Quayle (reported in High Times, 11/92)

“She was attracted to me by my intellectual curiosity.” — Vice President Dan Quayle talking about Marilyn (reported in High Times, 11/92)

“I’ve never professed to be anything but an average student.” — Senator Dan Quayle during the VP debate in Omaha, Nebraska (10/88)

“Life has been very good to me. I never had to worry about where I was going to go. But I do say, Dan, you know, sometime in life there's going to be a tragedy.” — Senator Dan Quayle engaging in self-reflection while on the campaign trail. (reported in The Washington Post, 10/10/88)

“I’ll have to check with my dad.” — Dan Quayle responding when an Indiana GOP county chairman asked him to run for Congress in 1976. (reported by The Washington Post, 10/22/88)

“I feel that this [1981] is my first year, that next year is an election year, that the third year is the mid point and that the fourth year is the last chance I’ll have to make a record since the last two years, I’ll be a candidate again. Everything I do in those last two years will be posturing for the election. But right now I don’t have to do that.” — Senator Dan Quayle

“I know one committee I don’t want -- Judiciary. They are going to be dealing with all those issues like abortion, bussing, voting rights, prayers.” — Senator Dan Quayle (from What a Waste it Is to Lose One’s Mind: the Unauthorized Autobiography)

Drinking begins it all, sex brings it up the rear.
Mascot plans to keep head, “self-respect” this year

by Ian Grunty

The DeBauch Athletic department issued a statement earlier today indicating that they have taken “steps” to prevent Tony the Tiger from losing his head at this year’s Monon Bell game. DPU fans watched in horror last year as the Wabash College mascot, Wally Wabash, brutally ripped off Tony’s head during halftime.

“We have reviewed the footage of last year’s half-time ‘festivities’,” says Athletic Director Page Cotton. “Careful analysis shows that we must take steps to keep Tony’s head from being snatched by Wally Wabash.”

Those steps include adding a spiked collar to Tony’s outfit, installation of a “high-tech” alarm device within the suit to alert the fearless mascot to possible sneak attacks, and the construction of a large cage, or “safe zone” for the feisty feline to spend the game in, safe from the “predations” of Wally Wabash.

Emotions ran high last year as Wabash students gleefully tossed Tony’s head throughout their stands before chucking it over the edge, into the parking lot below.

Fortunately, a Spinks Club member returned the head to authorities. He was promptly arrested for his trouble.

“I just couldn’t believe it,” DeBauch President, Bob Bottoms moaned during a recent interview. “I don’t see how Wabash could dis us that way.”

Indeed, diehard Tigers fans will remember that humiliating moment almost as long as they will remember the way the game ended, with victory snatched out of their hands by a “impossible” play—a tipped pass caught in the endzone for a game winning touchdown.

Tony the Tiger is “upbeat” about Saturday’s game. “I feel that the ‘safe zone’ will allow us to retain our ‘self-respect’ this year. We’re grrrrreat!”

Now Hiring

The DeBauch is now accepting applications for:

Fashion Editor

ZIMA Correspondent

Oral Stimulation Manager

Applications due Nov. 21 at 4:30 p.m.

Applications available at The DeBauch and GAP.

At last year’s Monon Bell game, Tony the Tiger, DeBauch’s mascot had to be escorted back to his side after he lost his head during halftime.
DeBauch faculty, students stunned by Review’s review

by Irene Nipelz

A recent study conducted by the Princeton Review found that only 17 percent of 2001 DeBauch University graduates held “secure and steady jobs” within a year of commencement.

The Greencastle, Indiana, school attributes this to the dwindling economy, and the growing struggle for young men and women to find employment nationwide. “We’re skeptical and careful not to point fingers, however,” according to President Bob Bottoms.

“We’re very worried about the situation that has evolved through the Review’s survey, especially the negative publicity it has given us,” DeBauch Dean of Students Sydnie Blabbington said. “We’re unsure as to how they came to their conclusions. It worries us.

“Even if it was true, God knows those Wabash [College] men often steal the sunshine of our recent graduates,” he said.

Erik Dawsen, a DeBauch senior and Chicago native, questions the findings of the Review. “I’m sure it was just a flaw in their process or system,” he suggested. “I have been a student here for over seven years, and I know how rigorous the standards are at DeBauch. Those findings are bogus. Completely bogus.”

Princeton Review Review spokesperson Donna Wright denounces any implication of wrongdoing on its behalf. “Our job is to report the truth on colleges nationwide, but we certainly don’t want to pervert an image,” she said.

Wright admits, however, that the percentage could have been different. “Had we chosen to factor in popular DeBauch graduates’ job markets like yarn sculpture, scented sexual [aided], and public garbage engineering, the number would approach 65 percent,” she said. We chose not to include these because they seem to be fields that only DeBauch graduates, not other college graduates, fulfill.

Wright added that next year’s survey should bear a more promising percentage for DeBauch. “Preliminary surveying shows that video store employment has been a fast-growing choice for 2002 grads,” she said.

Also in deliberation for next year’s report is whether or not to include one of this year’s fastest-growing markets for recent DeBauch female graduates. Wally’s Weekend Companions, the Crawfordsville, Indiana-based escort service.

The next review occurs in the spring.

So, you think you can do better?

Rush The DeBauch!

According to DeBauch Penal Code, freshmen are not allowed on The DeBauch property.

Sig Nu, Pi Phi capture Smirnoff Ice drinking contest

by Judith Plaster

Once again, the annual DeBauch Smirnoff Ice Contest was held this past weekend. For the second straight year it was held to celebrate the last football victory of the season. This year Smirnoff Ice officially bestowed its copyright on the event, recognizing DeBauch for drinking more Smirnoff Ice per student than any other campus.

On the fraternity side of the tape, Sig Nu beat out the other houses to defend its title. Singing “We are the Champions,” one could see the excitement and pride of the brothers.

Brian Butthead, president of the Sig Nu chapter, was excited by the repeat performance. He said, “Everyone knows the Sigs are kinda hardcore with all the IU stuff going down. We just wanted to uphold our end of the being like that.”

Brother Timmy Nimblenutz, with an unorthodox twitching drinking style, managed to pound three Smirnoff Ices in the allotted two hours.

For the second year in a row, however, Pi Phi sorority beat out all the competitors, even Sig Nu. The sisters were all doing “their thing” after the contest. Many of them showed up with men to cheer them on, often times disappearing to port-a-john for a private pep talk.

Curious about the sisters’ strategies, Molly B. Jay, the social chair of Pi Phi, responded, “They’re just some Wallies to help us out. We did have a few tricks up our sleeves. For one, Smirnoff Ice tastes better with a Skittle in it. Also, it helps wash down salty aftertastes, like really salty and buttery popcorn.”

Unfortunately for Pi Phi, its leading drinker from last year passed out after consuming five Zimas before the competition even began.

Sodex-Blow’s job for DeBauch tastes great

by Teddy “Dean” Chasem

In an attempt to provide the highest quality food services the DeBauch administration has decided to contract Sodex-Blow, which recently lost its long-term contract with Wabash College.

“The food looks so good, I could just swallow it down,” Russian-born DeBauch student Orn Ysloot said. “In my country, it’s chien day in and day out.”

Sodex-Blow’s General Manager Steve Feeees has nothing but gratitude towards DeBauch. “We’re proud to offer superior service,” he said in a recent interview. “We’re just glad to be away from those Wabash guys. They thought that six bucks a meal meant they got real food.”

Sodex-Blow is ready to offer many new and innovative ideas to better serve the student body. Furthermore, Sodex-Blow plans an amazing menu for DeBauch students.

“See, to save every single penny we can, we plan to offer a large variety of foods,” Feeees said. “So, what we’ll do is rotate five different meals during the week. That’s a lot of different choices.”

However, these high standards of quality aren’t coming cheaply — Sodex-Blow plans to double the price of the meal plans to pay for the better service. “It’s all a matter of economics,” Economics Professor Ivanna Failer said. “If you offer more expensive services, then obviously it’s going to cost more.”

What Sodex-Blow is most proud of, however, is the addition of alcohol to its list of daily beverages. “They tried to give us beer, but I was like ‘whatever,’” Loosey Lipz, captain of the Delta Chi, responded, “They’re just some Wallies to help us out. We did have a few tricks up our sleeves. For one, Smirnoff Ice tastes better with a Skittle in it. Also, it helps wash down salty aftertastes, like really salty and buttery popcorn.”

Unfortunately for Pi Phi, its leading drinker from last year passed out after consuming five Zimas before the competition even began.
DeBauch cites unique credentials as reason for record admission season

by David Gillingham

Going into last year’s admission season, DeBauch Senior Admissions Officer Prostah Toot had a clear strategy.

“We wanted quantity not quality. But at the same time we wanted to make sure the students fit the DeBauch stereotype,” she said.

And Toot believes that they accomplished this goal.

“DeBauch was looking for that certain sleazy, crackwhore cheerleader type to help compliment our already existent preppy asshole male population,” he said.

In order to achieve their dream of a preppy/crackwhore utopia, the DeBauch Admissions team rigorously traveled the nation. However, they were not looking for the best and the brightest.

“Honestly, we just wanted bodies. And the only constraint we placed on that requirement was family income. We wanted to ensure that families could afford our rising tuition because the university really does not like to help students with the cost of their college education,” said Assistant Peon of Admissions Max Cocken.

In a recent national survey just released by Biased Colleges of South Central Indiana, DeBauch fared very well. The study cited DeBauch as:

• 19th in the nation as a source of workers for companies within a ten mile radius of Indianapolis, Indiana.
• 2nd in affordability for liberal arts colleges in Putnam County.
• 14th in the nation for “easy access” to the professors.
• 1st in the nation for female students who party and ultimately fall in love with Wabash Men.

But the DeBauch team realizes that these gratifying rankings are not the only reasons why students are choosing DeBauch.

“We have fine tuned our curriculum throughout the years to make it more student friendly. After all, are kids these days really coming to college to learn?” said Toot.

These new editions include several innovative class ideas. For example, one of the new classes at DeBauch is entitled “Psychology 469: Pretending to be Drunk.”

But for some reason the class has evolved over time to become all-male. Another even more popular class is required of incoming freshmen. It is a special eight-credit class called “Intro to Nothing: The DeBauch Experience.” This is simply a class for students to become acclimated to the college atmosphere at DeBauch.

“We really want ‘Intro to Nothing’ to inspire students to immerse themselves fully in the DeBauch way of life. Basically we want this class to teach them they don’t have to work to succeed in college. You know what? Actually, we want them to leave that class believing that they don’t even have to work hard to succeed in life for that matter,” said Toot.

In order to help achieve their goal of a better DeBauch student body, the Admissions team formed a special task force dubbed “Zealous Initiative for Mammoth Admissions,” or ZIMA as it is commonly called. ZIMA is charged with identifying, making contact, and ultimately bringing in new students. The task force seeks to lend a supporting voice for prospective DeBauch students.

“ZIMA is a real hit here on the DeBauch campus. The students have come to love and embrace ZIMA with all their heart. Even after years here students still find a loving friend in the form of ZIMA.”

“It really makes a campus proud to have a distinction like that,” said Toot.

Why are there so many poor people on campus?

My daddy makes $500,000 a year, which I view as the low end of the scale. There use to be a time when DeBauch students wore nothing less than clothing from the GAP and only drove the latest BMW, which often made it hard to find your car on campus. But nonetheless over the past few years the campus has begun to take social and economical plunge allowing poor students to become a part of our beloved school.

It saddens me that certain people would show total disregard for the finer tastes of the upper class. They think they can waltz right into our classrooms wearing Abercrombie and Fitch while their second rate Saturn (which they paid for with their own money) is parked outside next to my BMW my daddy bought for me for getting all Cs in my classes last semester.

I don’t know about you but I am sick and tired of all the poor trash invading our school. It’s time to take a stand! I am calling for all my fellow rich preppy Tiger brethren to join me in protest Saturday November 16 in front of East College. So trade in your six month old BMW for a newer model, pick up your freshly dry cleaned GAP clothing from the dry cleaner and join me this Saturday in the fight to rid DeBauch of worthless poor scum.

I know this falls on the same day as Monon Bell, but for real, money is way more important than tradition. We should fight to see this never changes.

Yours in wealth, money and preppiness,

Ashlee Goodshoes
Survey finds DeBauch students wish to transfer to Wabash

by Henry Kuhne

A recent survey conducted by US News and World Report found that 60% of DeBauch students wish to transfer to Wabash. In a press release, DeBauch representatives adamantly declared the survey unreliable. “USNAWR didn’t survey the entire campus,” a senior administrator said. “If so, they would have found only 59.7% of students wish to transfer to Wabash. Besides, what does Wabash have to offer that DeBauch doesn’t?”

“The Monon Bell,” said sophomore Danny Fepaw. “I want to see the Monon Bell, and since our football team couldn’t beat an egg, the only way I’ll see the Bell is if I transfer to Wabash.”

Others desired an education.

“A real education,” said junior Danielle Tigres. “I need a real education, but when the hardest classes here are Fleece Fashions in the 20th Century and The Effects of Oral Pleasure on the Female Digestive Tract, I don’t think I’ll be qualified to be the secretary to a Wabash graduate.”

Another student who asked to remain anonymous said, “I’m tired of Zima and lotion. I want beer and sex.”

Yet not all students desire to leave.

Vaginitis continues to run rampant on campus

by J Ballin

It was reported earlier this week that male genitalia were located somewhere on our campus. The administration wants students to rest assured that this was a false alarm, and want to soothe any concerns by letting everyone know that male genitalia have yet to penetrate our campus, although the majority of our students have been penetrated by male genitalia several times.

Vaginitis continues to rain supreme here, but some students are apparently confused symptoms to look for. Don’t worry, this isn’t something to be worried of, in fact it’s almost like entering puberty.

“You know, that time in life where you take the training wheels off the Range Rover and put the training bra on,” junior Susan Lipz said.

Here is a list of early warning signs that you are part of the group:

• The mere fact you are a student at DeBauch makes you a prime candidate for vaginitis, and chances are you received it along with your university packet containing color-coordinated parking pass, Backstreet Boys CD and acceptance letter.

• Canceling your Thanksgiving trip home to catch the Fox Ally McBeal Marathon.

• If your Zima consumption exceeds your weekly allowance from Daddy and you are forced into a life of stealing the naked pictures of yourself off your net and selling them to the underprivileged few without net access (like Jeeves, you know, Mommy’s butler).

• Finally, if you have engaged in unprotected sex with fruit recently you probably have it. If you don’t have it we recommend visiting the Greek scene on campus, on account of this being a requirement in those institutions.

Well, that’s about it, remember, this is our heritage, so we should embrace it with the same empathy and general disdain we do for all our other traditions, like attempting to steal the Monon Bell or even showing up for the game in general.

Till next week…One of Daddy’s Servants!
Desire for tickets represents new fad on DBU campus

by Ivan Chakanov

DeBauch students, known across the nation as the world's trendiest undergrads, recently discovered a new obsession: owning a ticket to the Monon Bell game.

“It’s quite possibly the biggest thing to hit this campus since the Great Capri Pants Giveaway last spring,” sophomore class representative Mya Balzich said. “I’m just sorry that it took me so long to catch on to it.”

Indeed, Balzich didn’t realize how hip it was to own a ticket to the game until after the deluge of all-campus emails hit.

“Before the emails, I hadn’t even heard of the event,” she said. “But then I figured, 16 people with an Internet access couldn’t be wrong. I eventually found an eager seller and paid a healthy $150 for mine.”

When she found out it only cost $10, she simply shrugged and said, “Things are much more enjoyable if you pay too much for them. Just look at our University.”

Faculty members are equally supporting of this latest fashion. According to History Department Chair Malcolm Theodore Scull, “The truly amazing thing about the Monon Bell tickets is their universal appeal. Students of a variety of backgrounds, from the affluent whites to the merely upper-middle-class Caucasians, seem to embrace the trend in a remarkably similar manner.”

When asked how she would participate in cheering the DeBauch team to victory, Balzich admitted, “I don’t actually plan on going to the game. It’s too much of a drive, and will probably be cold anyways. Besides, it’s not like it’s an important game or anything. The real fun is in buying the ticket.”

But, according to Dr. Scull, this should be the norm. “Here at DeBauch, we demand too much money and time from our students to ever expect them to get involved with things, what with requiring them to realize that as over-privileged members of society, they are probably the best people in the nation. Do you think it’s an easy task for our students to live up to the prestigious precedent set by Dan Quayle? They have to partake in a Jell-O shot-induced Holocaust of brain cells before they can achieve that level of awareness, and that simply leaves no room for attending backwater football games.

“The real value of the ticket,” continued Dr. Scull, “is the gratuitous spending of money to recognize a long-dead DeBauch tradition of a rivalry with Wabash. The ticket simply serves as a symbolic link to DeBauch students of years bygone.”

DeBauch students willing to go to the game indeed may be in for a disappointment, since, according to Music Professor Hugh Jazz, the DBU pep band will not be in attendance, as trumpeter Dante Marinelli is reportedly too ashamed to show his face on the Wabash College.

The Brothers of Sigma Nu
Bring You
The 10th Annual Monon LAN Party

48 Hours of Non-stop, Hardcore Gaming
Gaming Begins Friday November 15 at 6 pm
Come Play Games That Don’t Involve Physical Contact

Games to be Played:

• Warcraft III
• Starcraft
• Diablo II
• Age of Empires

• PORTS ARE LIMITED
• BRING YOUR OWN COMPUTER

TO RESERVE A PORT, CALL 765-658-5036

Don’t worry about software, we have ‘legally attained’ enough copies for everyone. In accordance with DeBauch penal code, no freshman girls are allowed to attend.
Football team injured in sex ritual after last week’s big game

Over half of team deemed “doubtful” for Monon Bell game, coach still optimistic

by Dee Jay Robin

The football team suffered a crucial setback last weekend. After the crushing win over Rose-Hulman, many players engaged in celebration. However, by Sunday morning 48 players had to be taken to the emergency room at Putnam County Hospital. Injuries ranged from broken legs, muscle strains, and dislocated shoulders, to whiplash and mild concussions.

One player, Jamarkus Bobbit, sustained major blood loss as a result of his genitals being torn off.

Upon investigation it seems many of the players engaged in sexual activities, which they attributed to the cause for their injuries. Bobbit commented, “I don’t know how this could have happened. I told Sandee to lick it like an ice cream cone.”

Sandee W. Hore responded, “No one ever told me that you weren’t suppose to bite.”

Junior quarterback Andy Chokester strained both his wrists while “flogging his pet monkey Chuck” in what he called an act of affection. However, the injuries do not stop there.

Offensive lineman Tyrone “Bone” Didllies dislocated his knee and tore his ACL when he tried to “save the whales” by taking on the entire DePauw cheerleading squad. Didllies said, “I felt sorry for all those girls who come out every week and get made fun of because they occasionally cheer for the wrong team. The big ones need some lovin’ in their life too.”

Head coach Nick Failure noted he had also witnessed some antics in the shower by some of his players after the game.

“Herman and Whining were slapping each other’s asses and acting like little schoolboys.” Paul “Pee Wee” Herman and Danny Whining suffered minor contusions to their posterior regions but could not be reached for comment.

When Wabash head coach Chris Winning was asked how he felt about the DePauw team being undermanned for the upcoming Monon Bell Game, he didn’t seem to be phased.

“Our team is looking forward to proving why we have the Bell. But my players are not concerned about their injuries. We will win on Saturday even if the Tigers have to put their pep band on the field against us,” he said.

Pep band directors Dan Reck and Dave Zeimba, commonly referred to as the “Dan and Dave duo,” jointly responded, “We would be glad to take the Bell from those Wabash boys because that may be our only chance of getting laid.”

Either way, the Tigers may have to wait another year to settle the score with Wabash. However, do not count out the second and third stringers on Saturday. They can’t possible lose as bad as the year we stole Wabash’s plays.